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About the MCG Enterprise Contribution Ranking
Report
About The MCG Enterprise Contribution Ranking Report:
•

Focus is on value of product capabilities to enterprise projects

•

We believe artificial intelligence (AI) is paramount to future-proofing technology
and we take a keen focus on a solution’s use of AI

•

Assesses market leaders against critical capabilities of the market

•

Focus is on generally available capabilities, but imminent realistic capabilities
are included as well

•

Expert-opinion ratings by our analyst-practitioners are used to rate each vendor
against each critical capability and overall

•

Rankings are Advanced Market, Market or Below Market
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Cloud Data Management and Integration for Cloud
Data Warehouses and Data Lakes
Enterprises and organizations from every industry and scale are working to leverage
data to achieve their strategic objectives—whether they are to be more profitable,
effective, risk tolerant, prepared, sustainable, and/or adaptable in an ever-changing
world. Behind this data revolution there are forces at work causing enterprises to shift
the way they leverage data and accelerate the demand for managing data. An
enterprise’s data maturity must grow at pace with the business and its needs to
achieve agility and resilience today—otherwise they will be hamstrung, or even worse
tripped up, by limited data capabilities. A mature data management strategy includes
the ability to adapt.
To be able to leverage data, it must be efficiently accessed, combined, governed and
effectively managed. New sources of data, or new data in current sources, must also
be found and understood. As consultants and analysts, we encounter organizations all
the time who struggle with data integration and management.
While the pain caused by a lack of mature data integration and management may be
related to people or process, we find that enterprises have not adopted the right
product set or are stuck in outdated tools—often because the technical debt that has
accumulated from years of workarounds and gap-fixing existing processes is too
“expensive” to simply rip and replace with more capable modern tools. However, the
demand for mature, modern data integration and management are becoming too
strong to ignore. Getting by with an outdated platform is no longer a sustainable
choice. So, it’s time to consider data management and integration platforms which
have evolved to meet the data challenges of modern businesses.
These modern data integration and management platforms are evolving with emerging
technologies. First, we saw tools evolve from managing and moving data for specific
business applications to data for enterprise-wide business processes, operations, and
analytics. Next, we saw the evolution to truly data-driven organizations through digital
transformation. Now, we see the latest evolution and most mature capabilities
leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, powering data management
and integration to automate tasks and guide user-experience. An organization can
loosely assess how they have matured along with these capabilities by seeing where
they land on this spectrum. There is a need to orchestrate the ebb and flow of data
among multiple nodes, either as multiple sources, multiple targets, or multiple
intermediate aggregation points, or AI/ML updating sources (meta and master data at
least)?
The latest evolutionary stage—the new high watermark—of data management and
integration is more than AI-powered automation and enablement which sets a new
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high watermark of capabilities. However, there are other capabilities to consider in
addition to leveraging AI automation such as cloud-native deployments and enterprise
scale and trust.
The data management and integration platform must be cloud native. Cloud native
means the management and integration capabilities are built on a platform stack that is
designed and optimized for cloud deployments and implementation. This is crucial for
scale and agility—a clear advantage the cloud gives over on-premises deployments.
Gone are the days of the “Egregious Toil and Labor” of conventional ETL where new
approaches to development and changes take minutes and not months. Also, a wellknown reality facing data science is that analysts spend upwards of 80% of their time
on data preparation and the rest on actual analysis and model building. Intelligently
driven automation suggests and generates new data pipelines between source and
target without manually mapping or design. We are seeing a need for data
orchestration - managing the ebb and flow of data throughout the ecosystem,
determining what datum is analyzed/stored at the origin, and what data are moved
upstream and at what granularity and state as well as moving, integrating and updating
data, metadata and master data, and machine learning models as evolution happens at
the core.
Additionally, data management in this latest stage center around trust. Trust is created
through transparency and understanding, and modern data management and
integration platforms give organizations holistic views of their enterprise data and
deep, thorough lineage paths to show how critical data traces back to a trusted,
primary source.
Finally, we see modern data analytic platforms in the cloud able to dynamically, and
even automatically, scale to meet the increasing complexity and concurrency demands
of query executions. The new generation of some data management and integration
platforms also work at any scale, executing massive numbers of data pipelines that
feed and govern the insatiable appetite for data in the analytic platforms.
In this paper, we have undertaken an ambitious goal of evaluating the current vendor
landscape and assessing which tools and platforms have made, or are in the process
of making, the leap to this new generation of data management and integration
capabilities.
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Project Methodology
For an Enterprise Contribution Ranking Report, we chose technologies that are
powered for an enterprise-class application in a midsize to large enterprise. We
considered popularity and interest received.
We considered the potential for longer-term relevancy as the shift happens from only
data warehouses, lakes, and ETL (egregious toil and labor) to data fabrics, AI, and
pipelines. We considered current tool selection processes for provisioning for new
applications in enterprises.
It is indeed an honor to be on this list. There are many more data movement options for
an enterprise that are not included. We are looking at the enterprise footprint of cloud
data management and integration in 5-10 years.
We’re focusing on platforms that support a broad range of modern use cases, often
cross-functional, that benefit from a comprehensive platform. Examples are Customer
Loyalty and Churn, Predictive Maintenance, Fraud Detection and Supply Chain
Optimization. For example, many of the success factors for Supply Chain Optimization
relate to how well the supply chain process is working and the ability to predict and
remediate disruptions in the supply chain quickly. This use-case requires crossfunctional data (e.g. order management, sales, products, logistics, suppliers, etc.) from
many source systems that must be accessed, integrated, mastered and governed
(sometimes in real-time), adding to the scope and complexity to achieve a modern,
mature networked supply chain.
Also while some of these data integration and management capabilities may already
exist in an enterprise, if it’s not powered with artificial intelligence and machine
learning, its usefulness is quickly eroding. Therefore many in these organizations are
turning to AI/ML powered applications to level up, increase competitiveness and
achieve their digital transformation.
Every enterprise should have at least one of our upper tier data management and
integration platforms at their disposal. The cost profile options for data integration can
be straightforward for simple workloads or POC environments. However, it can be
enormously expensive and confusing if you seek the best price-performance for more
robust, enterprise workloads and configurations using several niche tools vs. an
integrated platform.
Initial entry costs and inadequately scoped POC environments can artificially lower the
true costs of jumping into a cloud data warehouse environment. Cost predictability and
certainty only happens when the entire picture of a production data warehouse and
data lake environment is considered; all workloads, end-to-end data management
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requirements, true IOPS (input/output operations per second) profiles, accurate
assessment of users and consideration of process execution durations.
Architects and data professional leaders must do their homework to make the right
decisions. With data, it is a matter of understanding use-case process steps and the
ways platforms scale, handle performance issues and concurrency. For example, a
frequent mistake with cloud data warehouses is to focus too much on the initial step of
data ingestion and not thinking ahead about the capabilities and resources (system
and people) necessary to integrate and govern data suitable for business operations. It
may look great at the low end during vendor-crafted POCs, but in reality
implementations can get very expensive if deployed at production scale. Some
organizations have seen upwards of 3-5X higher costs than originally projected. This
has forced some deployments to different solutions. Time wasted. Budgets impacted.
Migrations disrupted.
We are considering a vendor’s complete data integration and management offerings as
the platform, which in some cases are multiple tools, and we are evaluating these
platforms based on critical capabilities described in this report. Not all data integration
use-cases requires all the critical capabilities. However, the higher ROI, enterprise
user-cases certainly do: Customer Loyalty and Churn for 500,000+ customers with
88%+ retention and churn accuracy desired, 5000+ assets in a Predictive Maintenance
program, Fraud Detection across 5+ channels with financially material activity, Supply
Chain Optimization with 15+ annual stock turnover ratio and on-time delivery over
95%, etc.
As a matter of fact, the data integration and management selection is so important in
these use-cases that its business contribution almost fully outweighs its cost as a
consideration, rendering any enterprise level agreements with vendors as just one of
many factors in the selection. Put another way, even in a full Oracle (as an example)
project at this level, and with an enterprise contract with Oracle, alternatives to
Oracle’s data integration should be considered for the TCO of the architecture, which
must be fortified with administration, performance tuning and concessions. The lack of
platform features leads to increased configuration and management.
At the least, you can see where you may have some gaps from expectations in your
data integration and management solution, which can help you budget and scope your
project better. Several of these vendors’ data integration and management solutions
are appropriate only for that vendor’s stack, and are noted as such. This is a critical
point of consideration.
For those departmental use-cases that have less scope to them, or for simple use
cases in smaller organizations, other platforms may be fine as you get started.
However, be aware that as projects grow in size or complexity, or extend beyond a
department you may need to replace these initial investments with a more
comprehensive integrated solution. Always consider a 3-5 year TCO when evaluating
platforms to fulfill the requirements of your analytics vision and technology roadmap.
McKnight Consulting Group ©2020
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Your data integration and management platform is a critical foundational component to
your data and analytics architecture.
A subset of our vendors in this report could be classified as data pipeline tooling. While
they tended to score lower on our enterprise grading than the others, we believe data
pipeline tools with specific capabilities such as data ingestion or ELT are worth
exploring, especially for use-cases where your source and target are adequately
supported and only basic transformations are required in the pipeline.
The vendors/products chosen were:
AWS (Glue)
Azure (Azure Data Factory)
Cloudera (Cloudera Replication Manager)
Fivetran
Google (Alooma)
IBM
Informatica
Matillion
Oracle
SAP
Talend
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Capabilities for Cloud Data Management and
Integration for Enterprise Warehouse and Data Lake
Projects
Decisions related to Cloud Data Management and Integration are crucial to enabling a
data-driven company strategy. We focused beyond the basic capabilities of a data
management and integration solution, on the differentiating capabilities that define
competitive advantage in eight critical capability categories.
The eight critical capabilities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Native Connectivity
Multi-Latency Data Ingestion
Data Integration (in ETL, ELT, Streaming)
Data Quality and Data Governance
Data Cataloging and Metadata Management
Enterprise Trust, Enterprise Scale (or Class)
Artificial Intelligence and Automation
Ecosystem and Multi-cloud

Comprehensive Native Connectivity
Comprehensive Native Connectivity refers to native connectivity to all types of
enterprise data and SaaS solutions, whether they are multi-cloud or on-premises, and
the associated functionality with on-boarding a new data source. By “native” we mean
that the connectivity leverages technology specific data access API’s when available
instead of using generic protocols (e.g. JDBC, ODBC). This functionality includes the
ability to mass ingest the data, regardless of data type or ingestion method (batch,
real-time, streaming, change data capture). The solution should be able to parse the
data structure automatically and adapt to any structure change in the source, on-thefly. Using APIs allows for much richer services and microservices than ODBC/JDBC.
Also, APIs should allow for better use of data fabric and orchestration, as well as
updating of sources and Edge ML scoring models.

Multi-Latency Data Ingestion
Today, an enterprise needs to have a variety of latencies at their disposal for ingesting
data. The selection of batch, real-time, streaming, change data capture, or a
combination, in a source-target mapping, is based on both source and target
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dynamics. Sources may or may not be able to yield data on a real-time, change data
basis. Doing so may weight down its core operation.
Targets, likewise, may not be able to absorb real-time data. Occasionally, the slower
flow of data is preferable and fast data may be an unnecessary technical challenge.
Such decisions are often made after project commencement and the enterprise needs
to be able to adjust the ingestion modality with agility.

Data Integration
In the early days of this market, data integration via ETL was all we expected, and all
that was delivered. Today, data integration must support various integration patterns
(ETL, ELT and streaming) and should be a visual code-free development environment
to increase productivity and efficiency of development, deployment, and maintenance.
Data Integration pipelines should include event-based and bulk processing in batch,
real-time, and stream processing where the entire data pipeline is processed as a
stream that can be infused with data at rest. Data prep tools enable citizen integrators
to use simple spreadsheet-like tools to wrangle data and generate data pipelines.
Modern data integration tools leverage templates and wizards, and in some cases AI,
to guide data integration development.

Data Quality and Data Governance
All data – however and whenever it’s moved – needs to meet a quality standard.
Quality standards are best when they come from an enterprise data governance
program. Such programs need an outlet to define and enforce the data quality rules
per corporate policies and industry regulations.
It starts with profiling data to better understand the quality of the data before moving it
into a cloud data warehouse or data lake. There should be a built-in ability to cleanse,
enrich and standardize any data from multi-cloud and on-premises sources for all use
cases and workloads.
Applying data quality consistently across the enterprise is essential and cannot be left
to time-consuming manual processes. Capabilities to discover, classify and document
data elements and, based on the data profile, automatically build the applicable data
quality rules based on data governance policies are essential to agile development
today.
Another capability is the emerging data marketplace, from where syndicated data
(internal and external) can be easily sourced into the enterprise. Access to a wide
variety of governed data, in an Amazon-like shopping experience, democratizes data
such that it is easily accessible, secure and trusted.
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Data Cataloging and Metadata Management
Given the wide impact and range of data management in an enterprise, building and
communicating across the enterprise with metadata is essential. Cataloging data is a
recommended first step to discovering and understanding your enterprise data so that
you can extract the most value for your data-driven initiatives.
The cloud data management solution should be able to connect and scan metadata for
all types of databases, SaaS apps, ETL tools, BI tools, and more, to provide complete
and detailed data lineage. It should have the ability to gather and leverage sensor
metadata - for example, to understand if the change in a data stream is due to a
sensor being replaced or is leading to a failure mode. It should automatically classify,
tag, and enrich metadata using AI and machine learning. Based on the metadata, it
should be able to identify data domains, similar data sets and data relationships which
may be of interest.
Some data management platforms automatically build data pipelines when data
consumers browse for data in the catalog and select a destination. All a user needs to
do is search and find the data. A data catalog should be able to recommend data sets
and rank the search results in terms of usefulness, making it much easier to ingest data
into a cloud data warehouse or data lake.

Enterprise Trust at Scale
Now more than ever, enterprise data must be secure within your cloud data
management platform. This requires all cloud infrastructure and data platforms certify
to industry standards such as SOC, SOC2, HIPAA, ISO, Privacy Shield, regional
fencing requirements and other certifications. Data management must detect sensitive
data and protect against breaches. Your platform needs to scale for the enterprise, not
just in terms of performance but as relates to professional services and support.
The enterprise will also trust a solution that fits its DevOps standards so we looked for
solutions that were strong in high availability and recovery, ease of deployment and
maintenance and other DevOps standards.

Artificial Intelligence and Automation
We believe AI is paramount to automating the exponential growth in data management
tasks and future-proofing technology. Data management has the most potential of any
data platform domain to benefit from utilizing AI and machine learning. We look for a
solution’s use of and commitment to AI and machine learning to automate much of the
work as relates to data integration, data quality, data cataloging, and data governance.
The use of AI is a gating factor to the full exploitation of data. The ability to rapidly
build, deploy and maintain data is now dependent on the degree of intelligence and
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AI/ML automation. AI/ML should be used extensively for data discovery, similarity,
matching, classification, schema inference, and lineage inference, business term
association, and much more. A data pipeline should be self-integrating, self-healing,
and self-tuning with anomaly detection. It should leverage natural language processing
for generating rules from text data.

Ecosystem and Multi-cloud
The ecosystems that the solution supports is important since most enterprises have
multi-cloud environments. Today, a solution should be hybrid and operable on the
three major cloud service provider platforms (Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services,
Google Cloud Platform), as well on-premises.
For this category, we also look at financial strength, company strategic partnerships
and implementation partnerships.
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Company Analysis
AWS Glue
In 2017, Amazon Web Services made its foray into the data integration and
management market with the introduction of Glue—a fully-managed ETL service. Glue
is a serverless ETL platform, so there is no infrastructure to be manually provisioned or
managed. Billing for Glue occurs only when Glue resources are actively running.
However, this is not a pure data integration offering, because AWS couples the service
with Glue Data Catalog as a central metadata repository. Glue uses data “crawlers”
that automatically detect and infer schemas from many data sources, data types, and
across various types of partitions. Glue Data Catalog stores these generated schemas
in a centralized location for editing, versioning, querying, and analysis.
Glue is a low-code offering that generates code in Python or Scala to extract,
transform the data to match the target schema, and load it into a target. The Python or
Scala code can be edited, debugged, and tested in the AWS Console, in an integrated
development environment (IDE), or notebook.
While it may be easy to assume that Glue is a dedicated cloud vendor offering, using
Glue outside of AWS has some advantages. First, Glue can leverage as a source or
target any database with a compatible JDBC driver—this allows it to work with
platforms outside of AWS and even to on-premise databases. Second, the Glue Data
Catalog can act a quasi-query federation engine. Customers with an S3 data lake who
have Glue crawl their structured and unstructured data can make the data immediately
available for analytics within Amazon Athena, Redshift, or EMR without moving the
data.
As of April 2020, AWS Glue supports streaming ETL—continuous ingestion pipelines
that prepare streaming data on the fly and make it available for analysis in near realtime. With streaming ETL jobs, AWS Glue consumes data from streaming data
engines, like Amazon Kinesis and Apache Kafka, cleans and transforms the data inflight, and continuously loads the stream into Amazon S3 data lakes, data warehouses,
or other data sinks. Customers can use this capability to process event data from IoT
events, clickstreams, and system/network logs. Streaming ETL within AWS Glue runs
on the Apache Spark Structured Streaming engine, so customers can use them to
enrich, aggregate, and combine streaming data, as well as to run analytics and
machine learning operations.
Other potential use cases leverage other AWS components to make a fairly attractive
offering. If clickstream or log data is loaded into S3, a Glue ETL process can pick it up,
enhance it with relational data (say from Amazon RDS), push notifications to Amazon
CloudWatch, and load into a Redshift data warehouse. A “unified” or combined view of
data from multiple sources can be achieved via the Glue Data Catalog, thus giving
McKnight Consulting Group ©2020
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Redshift visibility to data in another data source, like Athena or EMR, and vice versa.
Event-driven ETL can also occur by using AWS Lambda to trigger Glue ETL jobs.
Short of the Glue data crawlers and classifiers, Glue does not make significant use of
automation and machine learning in data integration and management. Also, Glue (and
AWS as a whole) lacks some enterprise data ecosystem tools, like Data Governance,
that would require some third-party solutions to make a complete architecture.
Third-party auditors have assessed the security and compliance of AWS Glue as part
of a multitude of AWS compliance programs. These include SOC, PCI, FedRAMP,
HIPAA, and others.
As a cloud vendor offering, Glue is a fairly robust offering, but it would be a stretch to
make sense if a customer did not already have, or plan to have, significant investments
in AWS database technologies.

Azure Data Factory
Azure Data Factory (ADF) is Microsoft’s cloud-based data integration and ETL service
that allows you to create workflows for orchestrating data movement and transforming
data between Azure resources (although there is limited functionality between other
cloud providers’ services, like AWS S3, and on-premise databases). Azure Data
Factory creates and schedules pipelines that ingest data from disparate data stores
and use ETL-like processes that transform data visually with data flows or by using
compute services such as Azure HDInsight Hadoop, Azure Databricks, and Azure SQL
Database.
It has been likened to SQL Server Integration Service (SSIS) for the cloud, but it bears
little resemblance to its conventional, on-premise predecessor. Introduced in 2014, it
was originally built on Hive, Pig, and custom C# code.
The most basic ADF function is the Copy Data pipeline, which has the broadest reach
in terms of source and target variety. Unfortunately, this is still fairly limiting, unless the
Copy Data pipeline is used to land the data on a native Azure service (like Blob Storage
or an Azure SQL Database). The ADF Mapping Data Flow is where most integration
developers will find the ETL functionality they are used to. While ADF has matured
these capabilities considerably in recent years, still the lack of ability to leverage
sources and targets outside Azure-native services is a limiting factor. In late 2019, ADF
introduced Wrangling Data Flows which is a code-free data exploration, preparation,
and validation service that allows citizen data integrators to build pipelines for their
specific uses—without IT intervention—using Power Query syntax. While promising, at
the time of this writing, Wrangling Data Flows are limited to Azure-only data sources.
While ADF is mostly a batch processing platform, it has some other latency options
when combined with other components. For example, it is possible to use ADF to
execute Hadoop Streaming data transformation jobs on your own or on an Azure
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HDInsight cluster. Also, you can pair ADF with a change data capture tool (such as
Attunity Replicate) to augment data loaded by triggers with Azure Data Factory.
However, Microsoft has a different toolset for streaming called Azure Stream Analytics
that has limited integration with ADF (beyond using ADF for background processes like
refreshing reference and lookup information to enhance the streaming data.)
Azure Data Factory has been certified for CSA STAR, ISO, SOC, and HIPAA.
Azure Data Factory does not possess many data management capabilities that are
needed for complete integration requirements of mission-critical enterprise
applications. For purposes of classification, it is purely a data integration tool. ADF also
does excel at complex integration pipelines. ADF’s strong suit is data replication, with
ETL workloads coming in second. However, there is a glaring lack of automation or
machine learning capabilities and limited support for streaming data and messaging
services, like Kafka.

Cloudera
Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) is a secure and governed cloud service platform that
offers a broad set of enterprise data cloud services with the key data functionality for
the modern enterprise. CDP was designed to address multi-faceted needs by offering
multi-function data management and analytics to solve an enterprise’s most pressing
data and analytic challenges in a streamlined fashion.
CDP provides Replication Manager, a service for copying and migrating data as
needed between environments within CDP and from legacy Cloudera distributions
(CDH and HDP. It is a simple, yet feature-rich, data movement tool to move existing
data and metadata to the cloud. Currently, its most frequent application, it is used to
copy data from an existing on-premises classic cluster. It can replicate a variety of data
stores, including HDFS and Hive, depending on the nature of your on-premises data.
Replication Manager is a useful tool for executing utility functions with the CDP stack
but it is not the general purpose tool for enterprise data integration. Cloudera inherited
NiFi from the Hortonworks acquisition where it was Hortonworks Data Flow. Cloudera
Data Flow is an edge-to-cloud streaming data platform in which the data integration
and data movement capabilities are powered by NiFi.
Cloudera offers value-added services and capabilities for NiFi use. As a top-level
project at the Apache Software Foundation, Nifi is a general-purpose enterprise data
integration tool that is fast, easy and secure. The market has moved hard towards this
need, and NiFi has become more fit for other forms of data integration as well.
One area Nifi excels at is user friendliness, thanks to a highly-configurable advanced
user interface that provides drag-and-drop data movement similar to relational ETL but
with an ELT approach. Transformations are only lightly supported with NiFi itself. Any
needed transformations are expected to occur at the target.
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There are over 300 prebuilt processors that enable connectivity with a wide range of
data sources, data transformations and content routing. Some of these are
community-driven with, for example, Microsoft recently adding many for Azure tools.
There is no marketplace for NiFi processors yet.
With NiFi, unwanted data is filtered out at source, security is applied to the entire flow
and, most importantly, changes are captured from real-time queues along with rich
metadata, eliminating data lag as well as design challenges. NiFi allows the setting of
prioritization for how data is retrieved from queues. The default is oldest first, but there
are times when data should be pulled newest first, largest first, or some other custom
scheme. Data is removed from NiFi’s content repository as it ages off or as space is
needed.
NiFi is highly configurable along several dimensions such as loss tolerant versus
guaranteed delivery, low latency versus high throughput, and priority-based queuing.
Guaranteed delivery is achieved through effective use of a purpose-built persistent
write-ahead log and content repository. They are designed in such a way as to allow
for high transaction rates, load-spreading and copy-on-write.
NiFi is often found in a stack with Kafka.
Cloudera provides a Kafka platform, as a part of Cloudera DataFlow, with ecosystem
components and some productivity-boosting innovations for a complete Kafka
implementation including shared compliance-ready security, governance, lineage, and
control in one application across multiple environments.
NiFi provides flow management and basic stream processing capabilities while the
customer can deploy, manage, monitor and replicate Kafka clusters with full end-toend visibility. For advanced stream processing capabilities like windowing,
aggregations, complex event processing and real-time streaming analytics, Cloudera
DataFlow also offers support for Apache Flink.
Cloudera Shared Data Experience (SDX) provides seamless and transparent data
access and governance policies for not just each virtual warehouse but all workloads. It
is the SDX metadata, data governance and data security “single pane of glass” data
catalog for end users and administrators. SDX is available for the CDP stack. All the
DataFlow capabilities such as NiFi, Kafka or Flink can also be workloads on CDP and
hence, can take advantage of the benefits of SDX. However, if you download and use
Apache NiFi from GitHub directly for your needs, your security and data governance
options are custom code or third-party and are limited although NiFi natively tracks
data provenance about the handling and manipulation of the data itself at every step of
the process.
NiFi was originally developed by the National Security Administration (NSA) and is
widely used in the government vertical. NiFi offers secure exchange through the use of
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protocols with encryption such as 2-way SSL. In addition, NiFi enables the flow to
encrypt and decrypt content and uses shared-keys for both sender and recipient.
NiFi is agnostic about source, destination and style of integration. Flink, which
Cloudera also provides the engineering for, is a specialist tool for advanced lowlatency stateful stream processing and streaming analytics. It represents the latest
generation of streaming engines.
Cloudera Engineering also supports Sqoop, one of the first open-source data
integration tools and still an enterprise consideration for bulk transfer or data that
spans machines. Sqoop also has connectors for Netezza, Teradata and Oracle,
supporting the movement of their data in and out of the cloud. If your source is a
relational database and you are sourcing in batch, Sqoop is still the way to go. Its
parallelism will provide the best performance. Otherwise, there are a ton of connectors
built for NiFi (i.e., HDFS, Hive, RDBMS, Kafka etc.) to take advantage of, with Sqooplike functionality just the start of the functionality.
With technology independent tools NiFi, Flink and Sqoop, Cloudera presents a multilatency enterprise data integration solution. Nifi, Kafka and Flink provide a reliable,
scalable, manageable and accountable platform for developers and technical staff to
create and evolve powerful data integration. Cloudera also inherited Apache Calcite.
Leveraging Calcite could allow streaming analytics similar to Amazon Kinesis. This is
the combination for enterprise data integration evaluated in the scoring for Cloudera.

Fivetran
Founded in 2013, Fivetran set out to disrupt conventional ETL as a cumbersome and
complicated barrier to derive analytical value from data. Fivetran was designed as a
low setup, no configuration, and no maintenance data pipeline to lift data from
operational sources and deliver it to a modern cloud data warehouse. They achieved
this though standardized and fully managed pipelines.
While Fivetran works with many data sources, in our estimation, it seems to be best
suited for popular cloud applications, like Salesforce, Stripe, and Marketa. The
applications have a pre-defined underlying data model, so Fivetran worked to
standardize those and bring that data together in a cloud data warehouse, such as
Snowflake. However, Fivetran expects and allows for data source model
customizations. The goal is to take the effort out of what used to very labor intensive
ETL and integration projects—that are typically wrought with delays and sometimes
even fail.
The focus of Fivetran is pipeline automation. In its earliest form, Fivetran replicated
data with minimal user intervention. Predictably, this only goes so far in most datadriven enterprises, as data customers (business users) demand and expect some
customization to match their operational processes and analytical requirements. In
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mid-2019, they introduced Transformation capabilities for the first time—adding the “T”
to become an ELT solution. Their transformations are SQL-based rules written by
business users and set to run on a schedule or as new data becomes available. For
example, a user can write a transformation rule that creates a new table with certain
columns from the standardized Customer table. As new Customer data arrives in the
warehouse, the rule kicks in and loads that table for the user. It’s manually intensive,
but works for the usually low level of transformation in its target use cases.
Fivetran is a 100% cloud and fully managed platform, so there is nothing to install or
versions to maintain. Being cloud native, it plays best with like cloud native data from
all major cloud vendors, but can be configured to source on-premise databases, like
SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and so on.
Fivetran does specifically employ machine learning or artificial intelligence on its own. It
is more intent on quickly enabling data pipelines to empower data science and analytic
users with data by targeting machine learning enabled data warehouses.
Clearly, Fivetran is not a complete data management and integration solution, but its
automation and impressive array of standardizations, covering the 80-20 of key data,
can play a role in propelling an organization quickly into analytics.

Google Alooma
Google purchased data migration startup Alooma in 2019 to help customers migrate to
Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Alooma also serves its market as a data pipeline in a
similar fashion to FiveTran or Stitch (Talend). The core IP of Alooma is also used within
Google Data Integration to provide a unified and comprehensive enterprise data
integration capabilities.
Google Cloud Data Fusion is the foundation of Google Data Integration and offers 200+
adapters that range from RDBMS, Messaging (legacy and modern), mainframes,
applications, SaaS (SFDC/SAP HANA etc.), Big Data and NoSQL systems. In addition,
Data Fusion offers connectivity to 3rd party cloud systems such as AWS S3. Google
customers also regularly use Dataflow for programmatic definition of data processing
pipelines, where a serverless architecture is of importance. Dataflow has 70 connectors
to databases, messaging busses, file systems, and business applications. Google Data
Integration capabilities are optimized for Google Cloud Platform, but they have
customers using the data integration capabilities for other cloud platforms and
heterogeneous non-Google sources and targets.
Cloud Data Fusion supports batch, real-time streaming and change data capture for
Batch and Streaming integrations. The change data capture capabilities are in preview
(Beta). Similarly, Dataflow offers batch and streaming processing in a unified
programming model, and has a CDC capability available in preview.
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Google provides a Data Governance platform for structured data. You can build a Data
Dictionary, describing the data classes used within their organization (i.e., PII,
Financial) and assign different policies and sensitivity levels to data. Google offers
automation, with Data Loss Prevention (DLP), to detect (and tag) various data types
(infotypes) and it is possible to assign these data types to data classes, to inherit
policy. For example, only financial analysts can access financial data. Further, DLP
allows modification of the data through the ingestion pipeline, providing DE-ID and
encryption of the data - which is a recommended best practice for data you do not
want to retain or otherwise want to protect using encryption.
Cloud Data Fusion has a built-in metadata repository and some basic metadata
management capabilities for data integration. In addition, Google provides cataloging
capabilities with Google Data Catalog. Users can leverage the Data Catalog to
discover, manage, and understand data assets across Google Cloud Platform. The
Data Catalog API natively indexes Cloud BigQuery, Cloud Storage, and Cloud Pub/Sub
data assets.
The Data Catalog API can be used to:
•
•

Search for data assets across different projects and GCP resources
Create tags and tag templates to add structured business metadata unique to
your organization
• Automate the tagging process of data assets as part of a data ingestion pipeline
In all layers of GCP, Data Residency and Access Transparency is provided, which
helps you expand visibility and control over your cloud data with admin access logs
and approval controls and comply with regulatory requirements.
Further, GCP allows recording of lineage and quality information in data catalog,
allowing the data owner to annotate datasets with these dimensions and make that
visible to data users. Data Catalog auto-indexes all data in GCP (and has connectors
available to other non-GCP data stores) and you can search for a dataset according to
quality metrics (or source metrics). In addition, if the customer’s organization has
standardized on a different catalog (Alation, Collibra, Informatica) - GCP will
interoperate with those and allow metadata ingestion by those platforms.
Google Cloud services compliance and certifications include ISO/IEC 27001, HIPPA,
FedRAMP and SOC1. Compliance reports manager provides you with easy, ondemand access to these critical compliance resources. While of course complying with
HIPAA is a shared responsibility between the customer and its vendors, Google has
annual audits for numerous standards designed to provide assurances of Google’s
commitment to best in class information security.
Cloud Data Fusion offers out of the box AI/ML transformations. Capabilities include
natural language processing (NLP), speech-to-text, text-to-speech etc. In addition, all
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the vertical cloud AI/ML applications leverage Data Fusion for ingestion and
transformation via visual codeless pipelines.
Similarly, for users requiring programmatic solutions to data integration, Dataflow
offers integration with Privacy APIs (in Cloud DLP), and real-time predictions using
Video, NLP, and Image APIs in Cloud AI Platform. Dataflow also integrates with
Tensorflow Extended for ML training and pre-processing, and for local and remote
inference.
Google Data Integration is ready to support the enterprise committing to GCP for
mission critical applications.

IBM
IBM is promoting “no AI (artificial intelligence) without IA (information architecture)”.
This equates to a leverageable data architecture that includes data warehousing, data
lakes, master data management and other necessary data structure in anticipation of
the inevitable AI future. All these components trying to work together in the enterprise
with sensible division of data makes data integration important not only to the IBM
data story, but to the overall IBM story.
Cloud Pak for Data brings an open and extensible Data and AI platform. Combining the
database with development tools and a services layer, a platform interface layer, a
Kubernetes layer, and an infrastructure layer in a plug-in style architecture that is
vendor neutral.
To tie it all together—as well as with non-IBM components and in completely otherwise
non-IBM enterprises—IBM offers IBM Information Server for IBM Cloud Pak for Data,
which includes capabilities for integration, quality, and governance. IBM Information
Server for IBM Cloud Pak for Data is underpinned by Red Hat OpenShift, an enterprise
container platform, and runs on any cloud or on-premises.
IBM InfoSphere Information Server is available as a managed service on any cloud or
self-managed for customer infrastructure.
Although it has obvious synergy in IBM centric accounts (DB2 family, Cognos,
Cloudant, dashDB, Watson), it has proven capabilities and good reference numbers
beyond IBM-centric accounts and is a contender for the enterprise data integration
tool in any large enterprise account.
Native connectors include cloud hosted sources, Hadoop/Big Data sources, relational
databases, NoSQL databases, enterprise applications, web applications, log and other
real-time files, mainframes and custom interfaces and APIs. Information Server features
multi-latency data ingestion (bulk/batch, streaming/real-time, data virtualization, data
preparation, change data capture). Though some optimizations are done automatically,
you pick the latency style.
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Information Server also features metadata capture and sharing. The metadata allows
Information Server to work across products and in hybrid cloud environments. Other
major strengths are proven scalability and speed driven by push-down/ELT
optimization.
There is a shared catalog called the Knowledge Catalog. It is comprised of data
governance, quality and consumption tools. Anything done on Cloud Pak for Data is
captured in the Knowledge Catalog. It provides all the data lineage and dependencies
(among catalog assets). You can define business policies and classifications like data
masking rules and apply policy enforcement for the architecture. It’s the glue among
the platform capabilities.
Machine learning capabilities are used throughout, especially in the area of visual
design where IBM is moving fast towards “no code” solutions. There is automatic
generation of reusable data integration templates with “recipes”, schema propagation
and assisted data discovery, classification and PII data identification. Data protection
rules can automatically restrict access and anonymize data. IBM Information Server for
IBM Cloud Pak for Data provides a great service here in the coordination between the
catalog and its rules with the architecture implementation.
There is also some use of machine learning in the design phase. ML suggests
operations based on behavior, data profiling and classification and standardization.
IBM also offers IBM DataStage for IBM Cloud Pak for Data, IBM Cloud Pak for
Integration, IBM Data Replication, IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS, IBM
InfoSphere Information Server on Cloud, and IBM InfoSphere DataStage on Cloud.
The IBM data integration portfolio is a strong offering for IBM and otherwise non-IBM
environments. If you see a future with high data integration, including real-time
integration, virtualization, data lineage, heterogeneous data stores, a need for high data
quality, metadata management and master data management, and are prepared to
build and maintain a foundation for same, you would consider an IBM partnership in
this area.

Informatica
Informatica has a comprehensive cloud data management and integration product
portfolio, referred to as the Intelligent Data Platform. It includes native connectivity,
data ingestion, data integration, data quality, data governance, data cataloging, data
privacy and master data management. The company continues to innovate and build
upon its 25+ year heritage in data management.
Informatica’s commitment to artificial intelligence, something we look for in our
Enterprise Contribution Ranking reports as a bulwark against change, is industry-best
with its AI, CLAIRE engine, permeating all products in very applicable ways such as
automation and pipeline augmentation, metadata discovery, and lineage.
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The Informatica Intelligent Data Platform has expanded over the years through organic
development and strategic acquisitions and is replete with generalist tools as well as
specialist tools for wherever the need arises. The Cloud Lakehouse Data Management
package is the centerpiece of the cloud-native offering for cloud data warehousing and
data lakes.
Informatica provides comprehensive and native connectivity to a broad set of data (onpremises and cloud) for all types of data (structured, semi-structured, streaming) with
advanced security and encryption. Informatica provides high performant and scalable
connectors that leverage native capabilities, partitioning, pushdown optimization, and
other capabilities. In addition, Informatica connectors are intelligent because data can
be accessed for any pattern (batch, streaming, API) from most any application and for
the right context whether for data integration, data quality, MDM, data governance, etc.
Informatica’s Cloud Mass Ingestion helps customers ingest data from a variety of data
such as from files, databases, and applications in batch, through change-data-capture
(CDC), or with streaming using a simple and intuitive wizard-based experience.
Customers can ingest data in real time or based on a schedule. The product uses AI
and machine learning to automate the parsing and ingestion of complex files (e.g.
machine data, application data in unstructured or non-relational format). In addition,
Informatica offers the ability to browse for data in their data catalog and automatically
ingest it into a cloud data warehouse.
Informatica offers a codeless, template and wizard-based development environment
for data integration. Reusability is a key to cloud data integration and is built into
Informatica at multiple levels across the platform. For example, a data flow can be
parameterized to be reused for other projects and applications. Repeatable and
reusable logic can be wrapped into a ‘mapplet’ which can be used in multiple data
flows. Informatica provides a variety of data processing options optimized for high
performance and ease-of-use/deployment such as partitioning and parallel processing,
serverless Spark-based processing, and database and data warehouse pushdown
processing. Informatica uniquely leverages AI to recommend next-best transformations
in a data pipeline – this is one step towards their vision of self-integrating systems.
Informatica’s catalog vision is to be the “Catalog of Catalogs” – accessing all types of
metadata including files, databases, applications, big data and cloud platoforms, BI
and modeling tools, mainframes, ETL tools, code and scripts, and cloud service
provider specific catalogs like AWS Glue and Azure Data Catalog. The Informatica
Enterprise Data Catalog can scan these third party catalogs to integrate their metadata
content with the rest of the enterprise metadata. Informatica has extended their
metadata connectivity through the Compact Solutions acquisition, now having the
most comprehensive metadata scanning capabilities and end-to-end detailed lineage
across all types of data.
The data catalog is user-friendly and includes search by keyword, including business
terms, in a “shopping cart” type of experience, supporting the selection of data to
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move. Informatica extensively applies AI and machine learning to their data catalog to
automate data discovery, infer data relationships, automate data lineage stitching and
derivation.
Axon Data Governance uniquely provides a data marketplace with a storefront
experience for finding, requesting and getting data assets. It allows data consumers to
use existing, trusted data assets in a manner consistent with the organization’s data
quality, privacy and sensitivity policies, which leverages AI automatically mapping
business terms and policies to the actual data.
Axon Data Governance uses AI and Natural Language Processing (NLP) to autogenerate data quality rules based on business rules. It auto-links data quality rules to
business glossaries and governance processes, and auto-applies data quality based
on governance policies, enabling data governance stakeholders to define and apply
data quality checks without having to involve the data quality team thereby automating
data quality assessment, reporting and remediation across all data sources.
Informatica uses metadata-driven AI and machine learning, the CLAIRE engine,
throughout their cloud data management platform. CLAIRE uses many AI/ML
techniques such as data similarity (e.g. column, table), entity matching (e.g. customers,
products, suppliers), data inferences (e.g. domains, schema, lineage), data anomaly
detection (e.g. data quality, data privacy), and data recommendations (e.g.
transformations, alternate data) to automate several data management tasks across
the platform. Some of these data management tasks where described above.
Informatica has platform certifications of SOC, SOC2, HIPAA, ISO, Privacy Shield, and
others to ensure security and compliance with industry regulations. Informatica has
integrated their Data Privacy Management and Data Masking products with Axon Data
Governance to “detect and protect” sensitive data. Data privacy policies (per regional
regulations) are defined in Axon. These policies are automatically mapped to sensitive
data that is detected across an enterprises data estate using AI/ML. Auditors can view
the location of sensitive data and where it proliferates across the enterprise (by region
and systems).
Informatica’s Intelligent Data Platform delivers a cloud-native data management
product portfolio that runs on a modern micro-services and API-driven architecture in
multi-cloud environments. Informatica has over 500 in their partner ecosystem and
over 350,000 trained resources around the globe to scale delivery of cloud data
management projects. Informatica supports DevOps CI/CD pipelines by automating
development activities related to versioning, collaboration and delivery. They’ve also
extended the discipline of CI/CD to DataOps enabling data engineers to build and
maintain data pipelines in an agile and automated way, operationalizing data
governance to ensure high-quality data across an enterprise, and by enabling business
self-service to democratize data.
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Still the “Switzerland of data”, independent and neutral, Informatica has integration
with all the major cloud platforms. Informatica products conveys a “cloud-native and
hybrid” model, acknowledging enterprises have an on-premises legacy that is still
strong, but their path to the cloud is strongly evident and Informatica is ready to help.
The Informatica Intelligent Data Platform connects data across on-premises and multicloud ecosystems, increases data value through data cataloging and governance, and
protects sensitive data at source or destination according to data privacy policies. This
is another example of Informatica providing an enterprise the ability to consistently
deliver high-quality data, leveraging a modular and integrated data architecture with
governance and privacy policies.
Informatica has a strong enterprise contribution to cloud data management and
integration. Unlike most enterprises who achieved some notoriety 20+ years ago,
Informatica not only survives, but in many ways still leads in enterprise data integration
and management both in the cloud and on-premises.

Matillion
Matillion entered the data management and integration arena in 2015 as a cloud data
warehouse ETL tool specifically designed for Amazon Redshift. Two years later it had
expanded to Google BigQuery and Snowflake. In 2020, they released their solution for
Azure Synapse Analytics. Today, their tool has a broader breadth with an extensive list
of pre-built connectors for on-premise source (but not target) systems, REST APIs,
documents, SaaS applications, and NoSQL sources.
Matillion offers a number of compelling features that make it competitive on an
enterprise landscape. It has a migrate function to move or clone business logic and
resources, change data capture, queue messaging, and pub-sub. Matillion also has
dynamic ETL (such as job variables and iterators) plus data orchestration and staging
mechanisms (such as functions to make real-time adjustments if jobs run long or fail).
Another strength is its ability to span multiple cloud environments.
While its core product, Matillion ETL is geared for developers, it also offers an entrylevel tool called Matillion Data Loader that can be easily leveraged by citizen data
integrators and business analysts. This strikes a good balance between the need for
highly managed and reliable data pipelines and the ever-changing needs of business
users.
Missing in Matillion is streaming data integration. Also, it has little to offer in terms of
data management, quality, or governance or metadata. This leaves Matillion in a good
position for analytical target data integration use cases, but less so for operational use
cases where master data management and other rigorous data management practices
are needed. Matillion also lacks machine learning-based capabilities, but certainly
makes up for it with automation in pipeline building.
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Matillion has a documented certification for GDPR.
For customers who are planning to or have already adopted a cloud data warehouse,
Matillion is a compelling selection to erect data pipelines quickly. However, those with
on-premise target requirements or those who need a full-spectrum data management
and integration platform will find several gaps and non-starters.

Oracle
Oracle has always been known first and foremost for its database technology since its
initial release in 1979. After four decades of leadership in the database and software
market, Oracle entered the cloud vendor race in 2016 with Oracle Cloud. Until recently,
Oracle has never really had a competitive conventional ETL tool offering for use outside
the Oracle family of products—the one exception being Oracle Warehouse Builder,
which has transitioned to Oracle Data Integrator. Today, however, Oracle is investing
heavily in data integration as the data market shifts from data warehouses, lakes, and
ETL to data fabrics, AI, and pipelines.
Where Oracle has made significant inroads in data integration and management is with
their popular change data capture (CDC) engine, GoldenGate. GoldenGate has evolved
from its roots in CDC to become the workhorse of Oracle’s big data and streaming
engine and now their focus on building data pipelines. They’ve paired GoldenGate with
other data movement technologies like Kafka and Spark Streaming, even patenting
their own streaming processing intellectual property. Oracle data integration and
management is highly attuned to workloads where data replication and robust
streaming capabilities are needed for the processing and consumption of “live” data—
not just analytics. They achieve this by treating data as event-driven—data changes or
is created and then a data integration or management action is taken in real-time.
Oracle is also positioned to continue to bridge on-premise, public cloud, private cloud,
and hybrid environments. Oracle customers can fully commit to Oracle Cloud or they
can continue to manage their own infrastructure or within the cloud vendor of their
choice. Oracle Cloud offers some advantages, like certain tools that are only offered
within the Oracle Cloud, like Data Catalog and Cloud Data Integration. Data
governance too?
Oracle also has gone a long way to embed artificial intelligence and machine learning
into their platform. They have also emphasized automation with low-code
recommendation-driven transformations—including, sensitive data identification,
knowledge matching, predictive scoring, and format suggesting.
Both Oracle Cloud and its many platforms carry all the major security and compliance
certifications.
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Oracle has come a long way in a relatively short period of time in the data integration
arena. They have closed a lot of gaps in an end-to-end architecture by leveraging two
of their biggest assets—Oracle Database and GoldenGate.

SAP
SAP has a comprehensive suite of products for an enterprise, starting with and
focusing on business operations. SAP has gradually added analytic capacity, with SAP
HANA a cornerstone of that strategy. SAP HANA has a very defined high- performance
market. It popularized the in-memory database with high query performance, the
grouping of databases, and storing data directly in memory. SAP HANA is a challenger
for operational workloads as well.
SAP HANA has tight integration with SAP applications. This is not an exclusive
arrangement, but clearly there are reasons why this synergy provides a strong market
for SAP HANA. SAP’s data integration suite consists of SAP Data Services, SAP Data
Intelligence (formerly SAP Data Hub) and SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite.
SAP Data Services is a data integration tool best for supporting migrations to SAP
Applications, for working with an SAP HANA database, or developing SAP-specific
artifacts like IDocs. SAP Data Services is easy to work with for loading SAP HANA,
featuring multi-latency data ingestion sans robust streaming, with SAP Applications.
While the native transformations are robust, Data Services lags when it comes to many
of the ease of use features that other tools are implementing, even the data pipeline
tools. Many standard features like loading only changed data are still manually
intensive and relatively complex.
SAP Data Services still shines when it comes to data quality, data governance and
metadata management. It provides a central metadata catalog and Metadata Explorer
for data profiling, quality, security and policy development and enforcement.
SAP Data Intelligence (formerly SAP Data Hub) may be a better choice for data
integration. SAP Data Intelligence is simpler and more powerful for building enterprise
pipelines. It works on premise, in the cloud, or a combination. There are recent notable
improvements in transforming and augmenting data with complex data types.
Its standout feature is an integrated machine learning pipeline. You are able to
Implement intelligent data processes by orchestrating complex data flows enriched
with scalable, repeatable, production grade machine learning pipelines. You can
automatically deploy, test, and retrain models and pipelines from a central panel. It is
an intuitive build model which enables automation across the machine learning
workflow steps of data preparation, model selection, validation, and deployment. SAP
Data intelligence is integrated with open source data scientist tools like JupyterLab and
you can track all elements of the machine learning process and understand model
performance.
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SAP Data Intelligence is also well suited for the SAP ecosystem: - SAP S/4HANA, SAP
Hybris, SAP BW/4HANA, etc. – with pre-built adapters.
SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite allows you to connect data from all kinds of
cloud and on-premises applications like ServiceNow, Salesforce, Dropbox, JIRA,
Zendesk, DocuSign, Box, OneDrive, S3, etc. as well as APIs from SAP Applications.
This is more application integration than enterprise integration. It is co-located with
HANA in the cloud, facilitating direct loads of HANA.
Native connectivity in the product set is lagging unless you are all-in on SAP as an
enterprise. If you have SAP Applications, the SAP data integration tools will be helpful
at exploiting their innate knowledge of the complexity of the applications. For example,
they can be used to extract data from and load data into SAP Applications. There are
limited capabilities in this toolset for extended and complex pipelines, especially to
non-SAP HANA databases. Some may even want to consider extending their
enterprise heterogenous tool into the SAP pipelines as well.

Talend
Talend has a considerable history as a data management and integration vendor since
their beginnings in 2005. They have evolved with the data industry from an emphasis
on data integration in the early years and developing tools and capabilities in data
quality, data governance, big data, streaming, real-time, the cloud, APIs, and
automated “frictionless” ingestion. Talend is an entire data ecosystem, cloudindependent play, rather than a one-off integration tool. Yet, they remain technology
agnostic, allowing them to be leveraged on many different clouds, stacks, and
ecosystems.
They have a global presence in terms of customers, offices, and clouds with two data
centers and seven offices in North America, a data center and 7 offices in the Europe
and Middle East, and a data center and five offices in Asia-Pacific (APAC).
Their latest product suite has heavy emphasis on customer needs, such as governed
analytics, crowdsourced knowledge, cloud migrations, compliance and privacy (GDPR,
HIPAA, CCPA, et cetera), data auditing, and 360-degree data hubs (Customer,
Product, Employee 360°). They address these needs with capabilities rolled under the
Talend Data Fabric. Talend Data Fabric consists of a number of components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stitch Data Loader
Data Integration/Pipeline Designer
Data Quality
Data Inventory*
Data Catalog
Data Preparation
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•
•

Data Stewardship
API and Application Integration*

*denotes Talend Data Fabric in the Cloud components that are not available onpremises
While some of these components are offered separate SKUs, the Talend users benefit
the most from knitting all the capabilities together for end-to-end data management
and integration solutions. For example, an initial, low-effort pipeline can be created
from an ingestion template using Stitch Data Loader. This pipeline can have automated
governance and repeatable business rules applied. The pipeline can then be
augmented by stewardship and data prep users (from business analysts to data
scientists) while artificial intelligence prep and integration creates an outcome-driven
and focused data pipeline.
Talend’s artificial intelligence philosophy is to and embed machine learning throughout
the Talend Data Fabric with suggested assistance, advanced pattern discovery,
automated delivery, data scoring, and supervised machine learning. An example of this
is AI-enabled data standardization and “magic fill,” which takes a few samples of
desired data and formatting and the system transforms the data automatically.
Other new components in the Fabric include Data Inventory—a single point of data
intelligence that describes and scores data across all the data pipelines. This cuts
down on the time required to find and consume data. Also, the Talend Data Fabric has
new API and microservice integration capabilities to design and document APIs,
validate, monitor, secure, and rate-limit APIs as part of the overall data integration
environment.
Talend is certified for SOC 2, HIPAA, GDPR, CSA STAR, and Cyber Essentials (UK).
All-in-all, the Data Fabric is Talend’s product vision for the future as they continue to
interweave artificial intelligence and reduce human intervention within data integration
and management. The ultimate goal making data more consumable and usable while
making routine data tasks more automated.
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Vendor Recommendations

* Recommendation is for all the Talend offerings taken together. Stitch is not rated separately.
** Recommendation is for 'any' project environment, but would grade higher for projects with
environments on CDP
*** Recommendation is for 'any' project environment, but would grade higher for projects with
environments on IBM (DB2)
The first grouping of vendors are platforms rated for any project environment. The
second group of vendors are individual tools rated for projects of specific scope or
development environment. For example, we are recommending AWS Glue for
Environments on AWS with a core of Redshift and EMR. We are not recommending
AWS Glue for Azure based environments, for example. Pay particular attention to the
fact that some products are recommended for “Any” Project Environment.
Choosing such tools and porting the application to an environment outside of the
environments recommended for consideration for the data management and
integration tool will mean the tool will either be unable to port with the application or
that the port will be deeply suboptimal.
Knowing a vendor’s capability rating allows you to understand where you may have to
fill gaps in your implementation.
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Keep in mind Critical Capability ratings are important to provisioning an environment,
but there are other factors.
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Key Takeaways & Application to the Enterprise
In the heterogenous vendor category, we have 4 vendors: Cloudera, IBM, Informatica,
and Talend. All are viable for any enterprise data integration. Informatica grades out the
best in our critical capabilities. Informatica and IBM are the heterogenous vendors to
achieve (overall) Advanced Capabilities.
Talend also has some capabilities that are considered advanced and grades out overall
third. Cloudera, with NiFi, Flink and Sqoop, presents a compelling enterprise option for
data fabrics and pipelines and will grow as these environments proliferate.
Specialist providers are appropriate for a limited scope – either from an associated
technology standpoint within a single cloud service provider or, in the case of FiveTran
and Matillion, from a project scope standpoint. Google’s data management and
integration capabilities are high end market and would be a strong option for any GCP
project. AWS (Glue) is a great option for AWS projects. The Azure offering, while
compelling for Azure projects, leaves some work to do in multi-latency, data quality
and data cataloging.
Oracle data integration is a strong lock for Oracle projects while SAP projects could
also look at heterogenous offerings for their data integration provisioning, with SAP’s
data integration graded at Below Market Capabilities.
FiveTran may be Below Market as well, but there are enterprise projects that it makes
complete sense for. It is fully expected that enterprise environments would have a
heterogenous vendor as well as a data preparation vendor like FiveTran, Matillion or
Stitch from Talend.
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strategizes, designs and deploys in the disciplines of Master Data Management, Big
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